ets Venus and Titan presents one of the most formidable challenges to understanding in comparative planetary fluid
INTRODUCTION
perrotation exist, this is not an issue, but for Titan, where only indirect inferences have been reported to date (Flasar The phenomenon of equatorial superrotation observed or inferred in the atmospheres of the slowly rotating plan-et al. 1981 plan-et al. , Sicardy et al. 1990 , the issue has not been put to rest. In the GCMs, superrotation is clearly preferred, zontal resolution and nine vertical layers with an upper boundary at 10 mbar pressure. Horizontal differencing uses since the mechanism involves transfer of the planet's angular momentum into the atmosphere by the Hadley circula-the Arakawa B-grid but with potential temperature replacing temperature as a prognostic variable. The model uses tion. But this result is derived in the models from a resting initial state, and it is not obvious that a subrotating zonal no explicit vertical or horizontal diffusion. Radiative heating is computed with a semi-implicit spectral integration wind distribution, produced by a different mechanism, might not be able to remain in thermal wind balance and including all significant gases, aerosols, and cloud particles.
Dry convective adjustment mixes heat between layers to represent an equally viable equilibrium configuration. This ambiguity has affected plans for tracking the descent remove superadiabatic lapse rates. Surface fluxes of heat and momentum are obtained from a drag-law formulation of the upcoming Huygens probe of Titan (Flasar et al. 1995) .
with a constant drag coefficient of 4 ϫ 10
Ϫ3
. Stratospheric drag at the upper boundary is excluded for all the experiFor Venus, the spinup of superrotation from rest raises somewhat different but related questions. Since other ments reported here but was included in some of the earlier simulations discussed in Del Genio et al. (1993) . mechanisms (thermal tides, gravity waves) are also capable of producing some degree of superrotation, and such mech-
The GCM is a terrestrial model (i.e., a 1-bar atmosphere with terrestrial atmospheric composition) rather than a anisms are currently absent from GCMs, do previous failures to generate superrotation at Venus' rotation rate via direct simulation of Venus or Titan. To create a simplified nonlinear process model capable of exploring superrotathe Gierasch mechanism depend at all on the absence of a background superrotating state? It might be true, for tion mechanisms, we remove the diurnal, seasonal, and hydrologic cycles, as well as topography and geographic example, that a model initialized with observed Venus winds has stronger momentum sources and sinks and can variations. To create the stable radiative equilibrium structure necessary to promote superrotation, we prescribe an thus maintain superrotation more easily than producing it. Related to this is the question of predictability of the optically thick ( ϭ 5 at 0.5 Ȑm wavelength) planetwide cloud between the 150 and 550 mbar levels that mimics nonlinear Venus dynamic state. Examples of multiple equilibria resulting from slightly different initial conditions in the solar absorption role of the planetwide cloud decks on both slowly rotating planets. the coupled Earth atmosphere-ocean system have been produced (Marotzke and Willebrand 1991) , and a transiThe simulations reported in this paper differ from those in Del Genio et al. (1993) in only two ways. First, for these tion to equatorial superrotation in simplified terrestrial models can be produced by modest changes in the forcing runs we excluded momentum mixing by dry convection, an additional source of parameterized internal dissipation. (Suarez and Duffy 1992) .
Finally, even though it is now possible to simulate the The only explicit source of mechanical dissipation in the model is thus surface drag. This produces the most favorsuperrotation phenomenon, the factors determining its magnitude are not yet understood. Gierasch's theory pre-able possible setting for generating superrotation and simplifies the interpretation of energy cycle diagnostics, but dicts a linear dependence of superrotation on rotation rate for a given depth of atmosphere and strength of vertical tests with and without convective momentum mixing indicate that it actually has a negligible effect on the degree mixing. However, this applies only in the limit of extremely weak horizontal temperature gradients and maximally ef-of superrotation achieved in the model. Second, the current simulations were performed on an IBM RISC6000 250T ficient horizontal mixing of vorticity, conditions which may not apply to the same degree or at all at different rotation workstation, while those reported previously were run on an older Amdahl 5870 mainframe computer. Computarates in the slow rotation regime.
In this paper we test the sensitivity of superrotation in tions on the workstation are numerically more precise, and thus angular momentum is more closely conserved in the the GISS planetary GCM to both initial condition and rotation rate. The details of the model are given in Section current runs and numerical dissipation reduced. This has virtually no effect on the simulation of the robust Titan 2. Sections 3 and 4 describe the results of simulations with different initial conditions and different rotation rates, re-superrotation regime, but it dramatically improves our ability to simulate superrotation in the weaker Venus rotaspectively. The implications of our results for future modeling efforts, spacecraft missions, and other slowly rotating tion regime, as we will describe later.
For both Titan (16 days) and Venus (243 days) rotation planets are discussed in Section 5.
periods, we ran the GCM to equilibrium twice, using identical physics but very different initial conditions to be de-2. MODEL DESCRIPTION scribed in the next section. For each run, equilibrium was judged by the temporal evolution of globally integrated The version of the GISS GCM we use is similar in most respects to that described by Del Genio et al. (1993) . angular momentum, which adjusts more slowly than other quantities such as eddy or zonal kinetic energy. Each simuBriefly, the GCM is a gridpoint model with 8Њ ϫ 10Њ hori-lation was run for at least 10 years after achieving equilib-ducted with the current version of the GCM, the planetary rotation direction determines the eventual sign of the zonal rium; the results presented in this paper represent an average over the final 10 years. We also ran two additional wind, resulting in positive globally integrated angular momentum and net superrotation. This is not surprising, since experiments at rotation periods of 8 and 64 days to more fully sample the rotation dependence of superrotation Coriolis torques in the poleward branch of the Hadley cell are the source for the barotropically unstable high-latitude within the quasi-barotropic Hadley regime.
jets that drive the equatorial wind via equatorward eddy momentum fluxes. However, the equilibrium state is very
SENSITIVITY TO INITIAL CONDITION
close to gradient wind balance (typically within 5 m sec Ϫ1 ; For the 16 day rotation period, we first ran a simulation cf. Fig. 14 of Del Genio et al. 1993) . At slow rotation rates, starting from a resting, isothermal state; the equilibrium the centrifugal term dominates the Coriolis term wherever mean zonal wind field is shown in Fig. 1 (upper) . Strong the wind speed is strong, and so the balance is highly superrotation results at virtually all altitudes and latitudes, nonlinear. The gradient wind equation thus has a second with equatorial wind speeds near cloud top (150 mb) Ͼ solution characterized by retrograde, or subrotating, winds. 70 m sec
Ϫ1
. This result is almost identical to that in earlier In principle, the equilibrium geopotential field realized by experiments (cf. Fig. 7a of Del Genio et al. 1993) .
the GCM might be able to maintain a balance with such In this and every other slow rotation experiment con-a subrotating wind, at least above the planetary boundary layer, implying that observations of the temperature or geopotenial height field on Titan would be ambiguous as to the sign of the balancing zonal wind.
To see whether such a solution is possible in the framework of the Gierasch mechanism, we calculated the retrograde gradient wind field corresponding to the final geopotential field from the experiment in Fig. 1 (upper) . The resulting gradient wind is shown in Fig. 1 (lower). It is not the mirror image of the prograde solution, because the Coriolis force is not completely negligible at Titan's rotation rate and acts in the opposite direction of the centrifugal force. The net result of this competition is a very strong retrograde atmospheric rotation. This wind field was used to initialize an otherwise identical GCM simulation.
The transition of the global angular momentum to equilibrium is illustrated in Fig. 2 for both simulations. In Fig.  2 , the angular momentum is normalized by that corresponding to solid body rotation, defining a dimensionless superrotation index S. Both experiments reach equilibrium in about 10 years, and the final state is almost identical in the two cases despite the vastly different initial conditions. The subrotating initial state case, in fact, equilibrates at slightly higher S than does the case initialized at rest, although the differences are small (4%). The final equilibrium wind field for the subrotating initial condition is shown in Fig. 3 . It is strongly superrotating everywhere outside the boundary layer and closely resembles the result of the run started from rest.
This result makes sense in light of the Gierasch superrotation mechanism and the requirements for superrotation we previously found. Given the transfer of planetary angular momentum to the atmosphere via surface drag, the only way for a prograde rotating surface to equilibrate with a retrograde rotating atmosphere would be for the distribution of angular momentum by the Hadley cell. Genio et al. 1993) . The reverse cell is sufficiently weak, though (in the absence of strong indirect forcing), that it does not qualitatively impede the transport of equatorial angular momentum to the upper troposphere by the mean circulation (cf. Fig. 8c of Del Genio et al., 1993) .
The role of the surface drag as a source of angular momentum is crucial here. Flasar and Conrath (1992) , using kinematic arguments, show that angular momentum conserving flow toward low pressure, if initialized with a retrograde tangential velocity whose magnitude U exceeds the planetary rotational velocity ⍀a (where ⍀ is the planetary angular velocity and a the planetary radius), will remain retrograde. In our simulation with initial subrotation, U Ͼ ⍀a ϭ 29 m sec Ϫ1 over most of the atmosphere. Our experiment is thus a fairly stringent test of the ability of a subrotating flow to maintain itself in the presence of surface-atmosphere angular momentum exchange. ents, so that the initial radiative heating would not immediately generate a Hadley cell. However, cyclostrophic balance cannot exist around a high, and so a retrograde Since a stable thermal structure is also necessary for super-gradient wind balance could not have a wind strong enough rotation, and this occurs on Titan because of an absorbing for the centrifugal force to exceed the Coriolis force. The high-level cloud, forcing for the Hadley cell exists through-upper limit for the magnitude of such a wind is U ϭ 2⍀a, out the depth of the troposphere. The effect of the surface which is 58 m sec Ϫ1 for the GCM (whose radius equals is thus inevitably communicated to the free troposphere, Earth's) and only 23 m sec Ϫ1 for Titan, both considerably and initial subrotation is converted to superrotation in less slower than the retrograde wind that can be in balance than 5 years. It is worth noting that due to local maxima around a low. in radiative heating both within the cloud layer and near A somewhat different pair of experiments was perthe surface, the GCM produces not a single Hadley cell formed at Venus' rotation rate. First, the GCM was started but a series of three vertically stacked cells, with cloud-level from a resting isothermal initial state; the equilibrium zonal and surface Hadley cells separated by a mid-troposphere wind field is shown in Fig. 4 (upper) . As in the Titan thermally indirect circulation (cf. Figs. 3, 4, and 13 of Del rotation case, superrotation occurs at virtually all latitudes and altitudes, but at a lower wind speed. Cloud top equatorial wind speeds reach 10 m sec
, an order of magnitude stronger than previous GCM simulations of the Venus rotation regime with or without a stabilizing upper cloud layer. Next, we initialized a second simulation at Venus rotation with the final, strongly superrotating zonal wind field from the first Titan simulation (the time mean of which is shown in Fig. 1, upper) . The resulting equilibrium wind field, shown in Fig. 4 (lower) , is virtually indistinguishable from that for the run started from rest. The time evolution of the global angular momentum for the two simulations is shown in Fig. 5 . The time mean angular momentum for the two cases differs by only 3.5%, comparable to random interannual fluctuations. For all intents and purposes, then, superrotation appears to be a robust feature of the atmospheres of stable, slowly rotating planets, independent of initial state.
Our Venus cases exhibit much stronger equatorial superrotation than we had previously been able to achieve (cf. Fig. 1 (upper) but for the run initialized with the retrograde gradient wind. Fig. 7c of Del Genio et al. 1993) . Sensitivity tests indicate that the absence of momentum mixing by convection has almost no global effect. The only other difference between the current and previous simulations is the machine used to perform the computations. The simulations in Del Genio et al. (1993) were done on a mainframe computer whose computations were single precision with the last digit truncated. The current computations were done on a workstation with inherently double precision calculations and with the final digit rounded off instead. These differences do not matter at terrestrial or Titan rotation rates, but they are apparently crucial at Venus' rotation rate, where individual terms in the momentum balance are two orders of magnitude smaller than at terrestrial rotation. The angular momentum sink by numerics is about 3%/year on the mainframe, but only 2%/year on the workstation. The time mean angular momentum reached in the mainframe experiment is less than 50% that in the workstation experiment. Furthermore, when run from a superrotating initial state, the mainframe version equilibrates to a different final state, with about 80% the angular momentum of the workstation versions. Clearly more attention needs to be paid to the angular momentum conserving features of numerical techniques used in dynamical models of the slowly rotating regime (cf. Hourdin and Talagrand 1995) , but the consistency of our current results regardless of the initial condition suggests that the model is sufficiently accurate to reproduce most aspects of superrotation. One exception is the surface wind distribution, which produces nonzero net surface torque if angular momentum is not perfectly conserved by all components of the dynamics. Fig. 1 (upper) but for simulations at the 243 day period started from rest (upper) and from a superrotating initial state (lower). Figure 6 displays the mean zonal wind field for experiments starting from rest but at rotation periods of 8 and 64 days. Comparing to Figs. 1 (upper) and 4 (upper), we see that superrotation at a 64 day period is intermediate in strength to that at 16 and 243 day periods, as expected. Superrotation at an 8 day period, on the other hand, is only slightly stronger than at a 16 day period. In the theory of Gierasch (1975) , equatorial zonal wind speed scales linearly with rotation rate for fixed depth of atmosphere and strength of vertical mixing. Thus, equatorial winds should be a factor of 15 weaker at Venus' rotation rate than at Titan's, since the experiments differ only in their rotation rates. The realized equatorial zonal winds in the simulations, though, differ by only a factor of 6.
FIG. 3. As in

SENSITIVITY TO ROTATION RATE FIG. As in
To quantify these differences we use the superrotation factor S, defined earlier as the ratio of globally integrated atmospheric angular momentum to that corresponding to solid body corotation. Per unit mass, the latter quantity is equal to 2⍀a 2 /3. Thus, S Ͼ 1 indicates an atmosphere with net angular momentum relative to one at rest. Another convenient reference point is S ϭ 2, which is characteristic atmosphere is virtually constant among the four experiments. The strength of vertical mixing is not, although the implied effective ''vertical viscosity'' associated with eddy motions (defined as the ratio of the vertical eddy flux to the vertical gradient of angular momentum) is similar in the experiments. The answer appears instead to depend on the horizontal heat and momentum balances. To understand the operative dynamics, consider first the atmospheric energy cycle for each simulation (Fig. 8) . In all four, the energy cycle proceeds clockwise, with generation (G) of available potential energy (A) by differential insolation, conversion (C A ) of A to zonal kinetic energy (K Z ) by the Hadley cell, conversion (C Z ) of zonal to eddy kinetic energy (K E ) by barotropic instability, and associated conversion of K E to A, i.e., negative baroclinic conversion (C E ). In each case, barotropic conversion greatly exceeds of an atmosphere with a latitudinal wind profile determined by angular momentum conservation of a parcel displaced from equator to pole (Hourdin and Talagrand 1995) . S ϭ 2 is the maximum value that can be produced by an axially symmetric circulation; S Ͼ 2 is thus evidence of eddy effects on the mean zonal wind field. The upper curve in Fig. 7 shows S as a function of rotation period P ϭ 2ȏ/⍀ for the four simulations at different rotation rates. Although the absolute magnitude of superrotation increases with increasing ⍀, the efficiency of superrotation (as measured by S) increases with increasing P. At an 8 day period, there is almost no net effect of the eddies, while at longer periods, the eddies have a substantial global impact on angular momentum. the simulated rotation rate dependence. The depth of the tends only up to about 60Њ latitude, and is quite weak poleward of 30Њ; in the polar regions a weak but noticeable Ferrel cell exists, consistent with the poleward eddy momentum flux at these latitudes. As rotation rate decreases in Fig. 10 , the Hadley cell generally strengthens and expands to higher latitudes. A better indicator of the effective width of the Hadley cell is the position of the high latitude jet maximum. As can be seen from Figs. 1 (upper) , 4 (upper), and 6, the jet position in the upper troposphere moves from 55Њ latitude at P ϭ 8 days to 63Њ, 70Њ, and 78Њ latitude (an increment of one GCM gridbox in each case) for P ϭ 16, 64, and 243 days, respectively.
The strengthening and poleward expansion of the Hadley cell as rotation rate decreases have opposite effects on superrotation efficiency. Gierasch (1975) highlighted the relative strength of equatorward eddy angular momentum transport and poleward Hadley cell angular momentum transport as an important factor for superrotation. In Gierasch's theory, the eddy term dominates, while in the GCM simulations, eddy and Hadley cell transports are similar in dissipation (D Z ), which we had previously found to be necessary for strong equatorial superrotation. The energy cycle is most vigorous at P ϭ 16 days, as judged by the magnitude of conversion rates, even though the energy reservoirs are greatest at P ϭ 8 days. The explanation for this behavior differs for rotation periods less than and greater than 16 days. At faster rotation rates, the GCM begins the transition from the quasi-barotropic to the baroclinic regime. Figure  9 compares the spectrum of baroclinic and barotropic conversion for 8 and 16 day periods. At 16 days, barotropic conversion is positive and baroclinic conversion negative at all zonal wavenumbers n. But at 8 days, barotropic conversion is negative and baroclinic conversion positive at n ϭ 1, because the Rossby radius of deformation is comparable to the size of the planet at this period. Thus, baroclinic instability is possible for planetary-scale disturbances, and the associated poleward momentum transport partly offsets the effect of equatorward momentum transport at higher wavenumbers. At 8 days, there is in fact a distinct region of net poleward eddy momentum transport (not shown) poleward of 60Њ latitude, a feature not seen in the other three experiments.
At slower rotation rates, different physics operates. As noted before, the magnitude of the equatorial zonal wind should decrease with increasing rotation period, all other things being equal, but the efficiency of superrotation S increases. To see why, we examine the streamfunction of ments (Fig. 10) . At the 8 day period, the Hadley cell ex- Hadley cell contributions does systematically change with generally decrease with increasing rotation period. The decrease of t h reflects the strengthening of the Hadley cell rotation rate. We define a time scale for barotropic eddy conversion of K Z to K E by and by itself works against efficient superrotation, according to Gierasch's theory, but the rate of decrease of t e ϭ K Z /C Z ,
(1) t e is much faster. At the slowest rotation rates, t e Յ t h , and thus the efficiency of superrotation increases. and a Hadley cell overturning time for the cloud level
The decrease of t e with decreasing rotation rate may cell as depend on the latitudinal width of the Hadley cell instead. First note that as P increases, t h becomes comparable to t h ϭ A⌬p/g, (2) P at 64 days and much shorter at 243 days; this is consistent with the Hadley cell stretching almost to the pole at the where A is the area of the hemisphere, ⌬p ϭ 500 mb the longest rotation period. Within the upper branch of a Haddepth of the cloud level cell, g the acceleration of gravity, ley cell, angular momentum is approximately conserved by A⌬p/g the mass of atmosphere within the Hadley cell in poleward motion. Thus, a parcel drifting poleward starting each hemisphere, and the peak mass streamfunction of from the equator at rest would generate a latitudinal profile the Hadley cell (in kg sec Ϫ1 ). of zonal wind u m given by Figure 7 (middle) displays the eddy and Hadley time scales as a function of rotation period. Both time scales u m ϭ ⍀a sin 2 /cos ,
where is the latitude. The maximum value of this wind thus depends on the poleward extent of the Hadley cell ( max ) as well as rotation rate. Since max increases as ⍀ decreases, the effect of rotation rate on u max ϭ u m ( max ) is lessened. In other words, poleward drift in the Hadley cell can generate higher instantaneous jet speeds as rotation decreases than is predicted simply by the linear dependence on ⍀. Thus, more zonal kinetic energy is produced and more vigorous barotropic conversion results. That this is relevant to the degree of equatorial superrotation achieved in the simulations is suggested by the lower curves in Fig. 7 . Plotted here are ratios of zonal wind speed at the 16 day period to that at other rotation periods for three different quantities: the actual cloud top equatorial wind speed realized by the GCM (u eq ), the theoretical value u max for the maximum jet speed, and the zonal wind speed of equatorial planetary rotation ⍀a. The rotation dependence of u eq tracks that of u max remarkably well, while the rotation rate alone is a less accurate predictor of superrotation strength. Hadley cell extent may therefore be ultimately responsible for the increasing efficiency of superrotation with decreasing rotation rate.
K E contains contributions from eddies of all spatial scales, only some of which are associated with the barotropic instability that is responsible for the superrotation. The spatial structure of the important eddies can be portrayed by calculating a ''correlated eddy amplitude'' ͙uЈvЈ, which isolates the magnitudes of only those eddies that accomplish the equatorward angular momentum transport (Fig. 11) . Peak eddy amplitudes at both P ϭ 16 and 243 days are ȁ10-15 m sec Ϫ1 and occur near cloud top in mid-latitudes in these experiments. The peak occurs near 30Њ latitude at the 16 day period but near 60Њ latitude   FIG. 11 . Mean amplitude of eddies contributing to the equatorward at 243 days; the 16 day simulation has a second clear peak eddy angular momentum flux for the simulations at P ϭ 16 days (upper) at low altitudes that is not evident at 243 days. and 243 days (lower).
Our results cannot be compared directly with observations, since they are the product of an idealized slowly rotating terrestrial model rather than an actual Venus or Titan simulation. However, it is worth noting that Pioneer at deeper levels, near cloud base (cf. Fig. 8b of Del Genio et al. 1993) . On Venus, thermal tides act to decelerate the Venus OCPP cloud-tracked winds in Spring 1985, a period of increasing equatorial zonal wind speed, exhibit equa-flow above cloud top, so the contribution of barotropic instability may occur primarily below the visible cloud torward eddy momentum fluxes with peak eddy amplitudes of 11 and 7 m sec Ϫ1 at 40ЊS and 20ЊN, respectively (cf. level. Furthermore, in a turbulent flow at slow rotation, the net eddy flux is a small residual between large instanta- Table 9 of Rossow et al. 1990 ). The GCM thus bears a resemblance to some of the available observations. (Note neous correlations of opposite sign at different longitudes.
Although the GCM produces a clear signal of equatorward that cloud-tracked wind data do not exist as far poleward as 60Њ, where the highest eddy amplitudes in the GCM occur.) eddy momentum flux in the zonal and time mean, the associated tilt of the streamlines is not obvious in a snapIn other epochs, though, weak poleward eddy fluxes are observed by OCPP at cloud top instead. Our simulations shot of the flow field (Fig. 12) . At the instant depicted in Fig. 12 , the zonal mean eddy flux is equatorward at all suggest two possible explanations for this. First, the altitude of peak eddy amplitude is sensitive to dissipation. In the latitudes but one between 12Њ-43Њ in both hemispheres, yet only 198 out of 360 gridboxes (55%) contribute an experiments reported here, stratospheric drag is absent, so eddy amplitude peaks at cloud top. In earlier experi-equatorward flux. Thus, cloud-tracked winds, which are inevitably a sparse sample of the flow field, may not always ments that included stratospheric drag, the eddies peaked reliably indicate the true direction of the eddy momentum effect of the prograde rotation of the solid planet will determine the sense of atmospheric rotation on Titan. flux unless a sufficiently large number of vectors are measured. This is not to say that the possibility of multiple equilibria can be ruled out by our experiments. The terrestrial oceanatmosphere system, which can exhibit multiple equilibria,
DISCUSSION
is probably not relevant here, because its intransitivity is associated with competing temperature and salinity effects Because temperature and oblateness observations are ambiguous as to the sign of the zonal wind on Titan, the on buoyancy, a situation with no analog on the slowly rotating planets. Of greater potential interest is the simple Cassini/Huygens project has adopted a very conservative envelope for possible drift of the Huygens entry probe terrestrial atmosphere model of Suarez and Duffy (1992) , which exhibits multiple equilibria in the presence of suffithat allows for both strongly superrotating and subrotating possibilities (cf. Flasar et al. 1995) . This roughly doubles ciently strong hemispherically asymmetric forcing. Such forcing is unlikely for Venus, but more plausible for Titan, the uncertainty in the location of the probe landing site relative to a superrotation-only assumption, with implica-which has large seasonality. What is needed is a mechanism by which such forcing could produce poleward eddy motions for antenna design and data rate for the mission. The results presented here suggest that Cassini/Huygens mentum transport at low latitudes, countering the effect of the quasi-barotropic eddies we have simulated. With science return could be greatly increased with little additional risk by assuming only prograde probe drift scenarios. such forcing, weak equatorial winds might be possible.
Extensive methane cumulus convection, which would inThe weak latitudinal temperature gradients observed by Voyager, combined with solar heating caused by the plan-crease vertical mixing, might also suppress the tendency for equatorial superrotation. etwide stratospheric cloud, are strong evidence for a Hadley cell. In the presence of such a cell and its attendant
Our results also have practical implications for the understanding of superrotation on Venus. Previous studies upward momentum transport, it seems inevitable that the
